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Abstract

In this paper we face the automatic con-
struction of a lexical taxonomy for the
Spanish language using as input a taxon-
omy of English (WordNet)1 and a set of
bilingual (English/Spanish) resources.

Although applied to Spanish/English our
method claims to be general enough to be
applied in the cases a skeletal taxonomy
already exists and we dispose of methods
for mapping items to this taxonomy with
known confidence scores.

1 Introduction

The automatic construction of accurate tax-
onomies from sets of incomplete, partially
overlapping knowledge sources with different
coverage/confidence characteristics has been object
of interest for many researchers (Bisson et al., 2000;
Faatz et al., 2001; Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2001).

The case of lexical taxonomies is specially chal-
lenging because of their huge size that advises
against a manual construction.

Using bilingual dictionaries for mapping words or
senses of a language to English counterparts is not
new (Okumura and Hovy, 1994; Asanoma, 2001).
In fact the work presented here can be considered
an extension of (Atserias et al., 1997; Farreres et al.,
1998) that was the base of the approach to building
the Spanish WordNet within EuroWordNet2 project.

From then within our group several efforts have
been devoted to:

1http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn/
2http://www.hum.uva.nl/~ewn/

1. Validating and debugging the content of the
most important (higher levels in the hierarchy)
and less confident (lesser scoring) synsets.

2. Extending wordnet in several thematic do-
mains.

Our approach is based on the use of WN structure as
a skeleton where words of the language to be studied
can be placed3. It must be pointed out that this work
is centered only in the nominal part of WN.

WN is a wide-coverage lexico-conceptual taxon-
omy of English. Its units (synsets) group together a
set of words (variants) related with a loose form of
synonymy. Synsets can be related by several seman-
tic relations, being hypernymy/hyponymy the most
important.

2 Extracting candidate tuples

The core of the original method was the extraction of
a huge amount of Spanish/English word pairs, Hbil,
from both parts of a bilingual dictionary4 .

Then 17 automatic methods were constructed
that, from Hbil, generated 17 sets of connections be-
tween Spanish words and WN synsets. These meth-
ods followed different criteria of pairing in such a
way that the resulting sets presented diverse degrees
of overlapping and different quality degrees mea-
sured in terms of precision and coverage. For a com-
plete explanation of the methods, see (Atserias et al.,
1997). The 17 automatic methods can be grouped as
shown below:

3minor changes on semantic relationships are considered
too.

4VOX/Harrap’s Esencial Diccionario Español/Inglés, In-
glés/Español. Biblograf S.A. Barcelona, 1992.



� methods 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8: Connect Spanish
words to WN synsets taking into account the
multiplicity of the connection (1:1, 1:N, M:1,
M:N) and the polysemy of English words in
WN (mono, poly).

� methods 9, 10, 11, 12: Correspond to different
cases in which having Spanish word more than
one translation, the respective translations are
linked by taxonomic relations in WN.

� methods 13, 14, 15: They take profit of the
semantic relations in WN using it as a seman-
tic space for measuring conceptual distance be-
tween different elements (English translations
of Spanish words cooccurring in definitions of
a head-word entry, English translations of a
head-word and its genus). See (Agirre and
Rigau, 1995).

� method 16: It generates connections taking
profit of the coincidence of English words from
the same translation in the same synset.

� method 17: It generates connections taking
profit of thematic tags in the bilingual dictio-
nary.

Each of these methods generates a list of pairs of the
kind synset-word. Each connection can be generated
by multiple methods.

3 Selecting the most appropriate tuples:
first approach

In order to evaluate the quality of the different meth-
ods, a random stratified sample of around 2,500
links covering all the sets was extracted and veri-
fied manually. The results of this evaluation are pre-
sented in 3rd column of table 1.

All of the methods that gave a percentage of cor-
rectness of 85% or better were selected to build what
was called Subset1. This gave as a result an initial
set of 10,982 connections between Spanish words
and WN synsets from a potential volume of 66,609.

Based on the supposition that, if a connection is
a joint solution of two methods, its probability to be
correct would be higher, and then the joint evalua-
tion of both methods will be higher than that of each

Table 1: First and second method evaluations
method set volume accuracy reevaluation

1 3704 92% 91.25%

2 935 89% 86.40%

3 1888 89% 74.85%

4 2690 85% 69.27%

5 5123 80% 91.62%

6 1450 75% 85.28%

7 11687 58% 92.50%

8 40299 61% 85.06%

9 1256 79% 82.26%

10 1432 51% 76.05%

11 2202 57% 77.40%

12 1846 60% 76.43%

13 23829 56% 87.44%

14 24740 61% 87.98%

15 4567 75% 76.61%

16 3164 85% 86.28%

17 510 78% 89.76%

method separately, and having checked the high de-
gree of intersection between solutions of the differ-
ent methods, we decided to add to the previous set of
connections (Subset1) those connections occurring
as simultaneous solution of two of the methods not
considered in the previous phase, increasing cover-
age without loosing precision.

The links of those methods not selected for Sub-
set1 were crossed, and the volume of each intersec-
tion set was calculated. The percentage of correct
solutions in each set can be understood as an estima-
tion of the probability that one connection proposed
by some pair of methods is correct. The solutions of
certain pairs of methods presented accuracies equal
or above 85%. But some didn’t have a sample sig-
nificant enough to ensure a reliable estimation of the
probability of producing correct solutions.

In this second step of the sampling we proceeded
to complete the manual evaluation of those groups
that seem promising. The results are summarized in
table 2. The table identified 14 intersections with an
accuracy equal or above 85% (in bold). All connec-
tions belonging to those cells were selected to form
Subset2 which was formed, then, by:

� All links proposed by methods m � -m � ,m ���

(10,982 connections) which had been accepted



Table 2: Intersections of methods 2 by 2. Size an accuracy of each intersection is presented
vol(%) m13 m14 m15 m12 m10 m5 m6 m7 m8
m11 855(70) 828(71) 435(79) 449(58) 405(6) 76(86) 107(89) 0 1872(67)
m13 15736(79) 1849(85) 576(68) 419(71) 2076(86) 556(86) 3146(72) 15105(64)
m14 2041(86) 571(71) 428(72% 2536(88) 592(86) 3777(75) 13246(67)
m15 391(79) 325(80) 205(95) 180(95) 215(100) 3114(77)
m12 1432(67) 69(78) 68(7) 0 1463(65)
m10 69(77) 61(70) 0 1101(67)
m5 0 77(100) 178(88)
m6 28(77) 78(96)

Table 3: Intersection comparison
#Links #Synsets #Words %

Subset1 10982 7131 8396 87.4

Inters 7244 5852 3939 85.6

Subset2 15535 10786 9986 86.4

in Subset1.

� All links proposed by m � � xm � , m � � xm � , ... ,
m � xm � (bold cells) adding up to 7,244 connec-
tions.

Table 3 shows the comparison of volumes and accu-
racies between the first sample stage (Subset1), the
connections extracted in the second stage of sam-
pling (Intersections) and the set resulting from the
fusion of both (Subset2). The cardinality of the set is
less than the addition of cardinalities because there
are connections belonging to both sets. This gives an
idea that the degree of intersection is far greater than
2, what is worth studying. Subset2 was the Span-
ish WordNet finally included within EuroWordNet
(1999). This is the origin of the present work.

4 Extending the coverage

Spanish WordNet has been further developed,
adding new synsets and variants and correcting man-
ually the links in Subset2, reaching a total of 54,753
links, almost all manually verified. As a result we
now dispose of a wider and more accurate database
that allows us to perform more robust estimations of
confidence score factors for the different methods.
We will call this manually verified database Subset3,
which were extracted on Dec. 2001. See table 6.

The result is that now, from the manually verified
links, 20,013 correspond to connections extracted
from automatic methods. The difference between

these two figures (15,535 and 20,013) is due to the
insertions performed for getting Subset3. Those
connections, as has already been pointed out, don’t
occur in Subset2 but can belong to the set of results
of some method not selected so far.

We decided to construct with those 20,013 con-
nections a third set of connections, all of them man-
ually evaluated as correct(OK) or incorrect(KO),
which would be used as test to evaluate again the
whole population, and try to obtain, by means of
a more detailed study of intersections, a Subset4
which would enhance the existing results in Subset3.

From the 20,013 connections there are 17,140
correct and 2,873 incorrect, giving an accuracy ratio
over 85%. This result some way validates the previ-
ous work, as it was our intention to obtain a large set
of connections with a value of above 85%.

In obtaining Subset2 it was evident the high de-
gree of intersection between the different methods, a
degree much larger than 2, but only the intersections
of two methods were studied. It is our goal to study
if the intersections could be exploited to extract from
them an individual evaluation for each connection,
and a formula that allows to calculate this value for
new connections depending on the set of methods
that propose them.

Concretely, the aim of the present work is to study
the statistical behavior of the links regarding the set
of methods supporting them, and not only intersec-
tions of two methods. To do this, all the data has
been condensed in a matrix of 66,609 vectors, one
vector for each link, of the kind

link m � m � ... m ��� m ��� eval
where mi are booleans indicating membership of

the link to the set of solutions of method i, eval is the
manual evaluation accepting one of two values (OK
being correct, KO being incorrect), and link is the
pair (WN1.5 synset,Spanish word). From this ma-



trix the 20,013 rows with manual verification have
been extracted to be studied separately, with the aim
of obtaining some statistical measure that permits us
to select the good connections of the set, in order to
apply later the statistic to the whole population.

4.1 Descriptive analysis

Using the set of 20,013 validated links, the accuracy
of each method can be reevaluated in a more pre-
cise way than in the first stage of the sampling (table
1). The results of the reevaluation are shown in 4th
column of table 1.

Comparing both tables the methods have different
accuracies. While some methods (1, 15, 16) keep a
similar accuracy, some suffer a light decrement (2,
3, 4), and most of them have a significant increment
(5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17). But these
variations must be studied with caution.

On one side, methods 1, 2, 3, 4 and 16 were ac-
cepted completely in the first stage of the sampling.
Thus for these methods it is fair to study the changes
observed. Methods 1 and 16 maintain the same lev-
els, while methods 2, 3 and 4 suffer a light decrease,
more important in the cases of methods 3 and 4.

The rest of the methods were not selected com-
pletely, but based on intersections with other meth-
ods, and must be analyzed from another point of
view. The general increment in these methods
comes from the manually added connections during
revision process.

Another assumption taken in the generation of the
set was that the accuracy increased with the number
of methods which produced them. In figure 1 the
percentage of correct links by the number of coin-
cident methods is shown, and it doesn’t ensure the
assumption, as it doesn’t seem to exist a correla-
tion between the number of methods that produce a
connection and the percentage of correct solutions.
There are indeed methods highly correlated and their
added evidences don’t cause an increase of global
evidence. Figure 1 depicts just sets of methods in-
tersecting, but they don’t distinguish which of the
methods are intersecting in each case. May be there
are some methods of higher predictive quality than
others, and this should be taken into account. So,
it seems better to analyze the relationship between
those methods according to the coincident links they
provide.

Figure 1: Accuracy of intersection levels

If a study is performed using the vectors previ-
ously shown, each connection is being evaluated
against the set of methods supporting it. In this anal-
ysis, the fact that in the second stage of the sampling
the less promising sets of solutions of certain pairs
of methods were under-represented doesn’t suppose
any risk, as now it is going to be considered the fact
that each connection is correct or not in relation to
the total set of methods that produce it.

4.2 Logistic regression model

We applied without success the Principal Compo-
nents Analysis method, trying to find a spatial dis-
persion that separated correct and incorrect connec-
tions. We chose instead to apply another statistical
method more appropriate to the problem: logistic re-
gression, which is used to obtain an adjustment for
the accuracy of a connection from the set of methods
that propose it.

4.2.1 Method formalization

The set of boolean variables m � ...m ��� defines 2 ���

possible combinations of methods that propose a
certain connection. Associating to each connection
a vector of this kind, the same description will be
used for all connections proposed by the same group
of methods and they will collapse in the same point.
Thus a new matrix can be constructed that for the
2 ��� possibilities keeps the number of correct evalua-
tions and the total of evaluations, being the number
of incorrect ones the difference between both values:

m � m � ... m ��� m ��� nok ntot
where nok is the number of correct evaluations for



the set of solutions of every group of methods, and
ntot accumulates the total number of evaluations.
It is clear that the probability that a link would be
correct can be estimated by the following expres-
sion

���������
	���������������
(considering that

the probability is the limit of the relative frequency).
The logistic regression is a technique which allows
finding a model (in the mathematical sense) for ap-
proximating

���������
on the basis of a set of explica-

tive variables (in our case m � , m � , ... m ��� ).
In order to fit the formula ����� ��������� �!�"�$#%�&#'�'��	

(*),+-(
�/. �

+10�0�02+3(
����. ��� , the least squares crite-

rion is used for every value of
(54

. It was observed
that the analysis is disturbed by a series of combi-
nations of methods with very low frequency in the
sample (with very low ntot), and it was decided to
restrict (in this first phase) the study to those com-
binations of methods more represented in the sam-
ple. Then the analysis was redone for those rows
with

�$#6�&#87:9
. This elimination supposes the loss

of 1,210 evaluations, which mean a 10% of the total
number, leaving a set of 18,803.

4.2.2 Backward method

The results can be enhanced. The P value of each
of the factors shows which methods are significant
for explaining the probability of a link of being OK.
For a P value lower than 0.05, the method is signif-
icant in the model; this means that being supported
by this method is influencing the probability of OK
for a given link. The objective should be to find
the minimal set of significant methods. This is an
exponential problem, as all combinations should be
tested. The backward method is useful to find a lo-
cal optimum iteratively deleting the less informative
variable between the non significant ones. In the
case of the present study, methods m ; and m � have a
P value very close to 1, meaning they are not signifi-
cant. Performing the backward method both of them
would be eliminated. All P-values for the remaining
methods are close to 0 and the Pearson goodness-of-
fit test gives a P-value of 0.000, meaning the model
and all its methods are significant.

To evaluate the diagonal tendency of the model,
a plot has been done clustering the points in seven
ranked groups, and showing each point with a circle
of a diameter equivalent to the size of the group. It
is shown in figure 2. In the graph the diagonal ten-

Figure 2: Final dispersion of points clustered by size

Table 4: Factors resulting from regression
mi k <
m = 0.62

m > 1.39

m ? 1.20

m @ 1.39

mi k <
m A 1.39

m B 1.44

m C 1.18

m D 0.83

mi k <
m > = 0.74

m >E> -0.65

m >F? -0.78

m >HG -0.30

mi k <
m >HI 0.73

m > @ -1.03

m > A -0.53

m >FB -2.29

dency can be clearly seen showing there is a correla-
tion between both measures, the calculated and the
real ones. This is a good indicator, as it means that
the method approximates quite correctly the prob-
lem. But, what is more important, is that the groups
with the larger sizes are positioned more to the diag-
onal center than the ones poorly evaluated.

5 Selecting the most appropriate tuples:
final approach

After selecting only the methods that are signifi-
cant to the model, there is a general formula to
calculate the % from the results of the regression

model: p(OK)= J
KML <FNO<

�OP J
KML <FNO< where the values mi are

presented in table 4.
The formula obtained was applied to the total set

of 66,604 connections proposed by the automatic
methods, in order to obtain an individual evalua-
tion for each of the points. By means of this es-
timation of the probability of correctness of each
point, a global percentage can be estimated for
the whole population. In this case it has given
84.86%. We dispose now of an estimation of good-
ness for any of the proposed connections. We can,
thus, study some thresholding mechanism for de-



ciding whether to accept or not a given connec-
tion. The results are presented in table 5. For
each threshold the number of total connections se-
lected has been calculated, the number of synsets
and Spanish words related, the number of OK and
KO evaluations, the estimation of the real global
percentage(

����� ����� + ��� �
), the global estima-

tion from the formula, and the degree of polysemy
of the Spanish words (

������� �	��
 � � ���� � ��� # �
).

From the results of table 5 several issues can be
observed. On the one side, in the initial set of
connections there is a degree of polysemy of 4.99,
when the global polysemy of Spanish nouns is 1.8,
see (Rigau, 1998). This value would correspond to
a threshold between 0.90 and 0.91. If we accept
senses from Spanish to be translated to more than
one sense in WN, a higher polysemy degree could
be accepted, but never reaching 4.99.

It is interesting to note the decreasing evolution
of the illustrative variable polysemy as the thresh-
old increases, reaching at the limit a value of 1.2,
very close to monosemic values. In order to choose a
threshold dividing the population between good and
bad results, the polysemy degree of the total popula-
tion is a good indicator, and surprisingly well corre-
lated with the formula.

Observing the row at 0.86% a drastic decrement
of the number of connections occurs, but not fol-
lowed by a decrement in the number of words nor
synsets.: only the polysemy degree is being decre-
mented to 2.77 without a great loss of representa-
tivity of the whole set, which maintains a global
estimation of 90.76%. This decrement is caused
by the disappearance of nearly 16.000 connections
uniquely generated by method 8. The second jump
takes place in the row of 91%, where losing a sig-
nificant number of words and synsets, the poly-
semy lowers to 1.57 with a global estimation of
93.03%. Beyond this point the loss in coverage is
much greater than the gain in precision.

What is really interesting is that, independently of
the global estimation of the set, each connection has
its own estimation. Then, if a threshold of 86% is
chosen, all of the 29,644 connections chosen have
each its own estimation, and this is an important in-
formation; a verification can be designed depending
on the estimation of the points, for example, starting
with the lower ones, to eliminate a larger number of

Table 6: Subset4 comparison
Set #Links #Synsets #Words %

Subset3 54753 38172 41129 98.99

Regress 29664 15319 10687 91.3

Subset4 74516 40334 42647 94.80

Increm 19763 2162 1518 unkown

errors, or starting with the higher ones, to ensure a
higher degree of correct results.

In a similar way, if the threshold of 86% was
selected, from the 2,653 Spanish words lost, the
connection with the highest estimation could be in-
cluded, which will always be lower than 86%, trying
to rescue the largest number of words possible, plac-
ing into the set at least one sense for those words. Or
senses for those words could be discarded from up-
per to lower until one correct sense is found.

This means that, once this result has been ob-
tained, there is a wide number of possible ways and
solutions to optimize the effort made, and to max-
imize the number of correct solutions per manual
evaluation.

Anyway a last comment must be said to indicate
that this process doesn’t help to avoid the need for a
final work of hand evaluating the different connec-
tions obtained in order to delete the wrong results
that have been included in the final set.

In order to give a final result, and to compare it
with the results previously obtained, a threshold of
0.858% was selected as cut point, and all the results
above this limit were accepted. Table 6 shows the re-
sults. The correctness of the increment is unknown
but falls into the limits of Subset4. The correctness
the regression comes from table 5. The correctness
of Subset4 has been estimated from the union of
Subset3 and Regress.

6 Conclusions and future work

A method for automatically linking Spanish words
to a skeletal lexical-conceptual taxonomy has been
presented. The system uses WordNet as base for
linking to it Spanish words obtained by a set of dif-
ferent methods from a set of bilingual sources.

A sound statistical base has been tested for scor-
ing the different candidates and a threshold mecha-
nism has been proposed.



Table 5: Subset4 thresholds
threshold #links coverage #synsets #spwords NOK NKO Real % Est % Est Poly

none 66609 100% 19378 13336 17140 2873 85.64 84.86 4.99

0.1 66597 99.98% 19378 13336 17133 2873 85.63 84.87 4.99

0.3 66438 99.74% 19377 13329 17025 2847 85.67 85.02 4.98

0.5 65710 98.65% 19346 13302 16660 2726 85.93 85.51 4.93

0.7 61435 92.23% 18802 12399 15106 2056 88.02 87.01 4.95

0.8 56865 85.37% 17424 11375 13031 1494 89.71 87.91 4.99

0.82 50695 76.10% 17254 11338 12206 1289 90.48 88.66 4.47

0.84 50177 75.33% 17037 11288 11944 1242 90.58 88.72 4.44

0.85 49279 73.98% 16535 11175 11320 1136 90.87 88.80 4.40

0.855 47831 71.80% 16477 11141 11078 1105 90.97 88.90 4.29

0.86 29644 44.50% 15317 10683 9876 934 91.35 90.76 2.77

0.88 29043 43.60% 15001 10559 9555 849 91.83 90.85 2.75

0.89 19202 28.82% 10975 8491 7161 567 92.68 91.99 2.26

0.90 19041 28.58% 10936 8482 7102 554 92.75 92.02 2.24

0.91 11840 17.77% 8933 7528 5656 413 93.19 93.03 1.57

0.92 11770 17.67% 8891 7506 5606 405 93.26 93.04 1.56

0.925 7280 10.92% 5609 5109 2790 248 91.83 93.55 1.42

0.93 3801 5.70% 3491 3156 2261 163 93.27 94.32 1.20

The system clearly outperforms our previous ap-
proach that was on the base of building the Spanish
WordNet.

The system is claimed to be general enough to be
applied to other languages.
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